Bristol et al. (1) recently introduced and summarized 17 sets of predictions of the carcinogenicity of 30 chemicals currently undergoing long-term rodent cancer bioassay in the National Toxicology Program (NTP). These predictions will eventually be compared with the bioassay outcomes. To aid that process, a summary table was provided by Bristol et al. (1) . In the legend to that summary table, Bristol et al. (1) noted that reference should be made to the original papers for a completely reliable representation of the individual predictions made. The summary table is rather complex in construction and, in some aspects, it is unclear. For example, the code "NP" can mean two distinct things, and the separate terms "undecided," "equivocal," "no prediction made," and "abstained" are not always distinct in meaning. Given that this table will eventually be used to check the validity of the predictive methods used, it should be clear and reliable. Toward this end, the table has been simplified below (Table 1) . Designations of genotoxic and nongenotoxic have been removed and three terms-"not possible," "uncertain,"and "equivocal"-have been combined into a question mark (?; not equivalent to a prediction of equivocal carcinogenicity). It will be necessary to review and correct the entries in the table so that an accurate compilation of the predictions is available for future reference. For example, it is difficult to reconcile the entries under COMPACT with the data presented by Lewis et CD LO Broad analyses, such as that undertaken above, can be done in the absence of the final carcinogenicity data, and they are to be encouraged subsequent to a reformulation of the summary table. With the wide range of performance characteristics evident, it is inevitable that some of the predictive methods will be found to be of no general value when the final cancer data are avilable. Whether any of the assays that perform well can be generally adopted for routine use will then become the leading question. The hope must be that such decisions will be faced and that some methods will disappear while others will be generally endorsed and developed. What is certain is that a major shake-out of predictive methodologies lies ahead of us, as illustrated by the need to understand why there is only 60% agreement between the predictions made by Tennant When we wrote the introduction (1) for the 13 PTE2 manuscripts that were published in Environmental Health Perspectives, Supplement 5, our purpose in compiling the wealth of information embodied by the 17 sets of predictions was to provide an overview of state-of-the-art ideas, methodologies, and techniques employed by those who participated in the PTE2 experiment. To be consistent with the primary goal for the PTE project, we compiled tables so as to minimize the influence they might have on the evaluation and interpretation of method performance. We However, to resolve the ambiguities and uncertainties inherent to the compilation process, we will obtain input and seek concurrence from the authors who generated the prediction sets. The need for this is illustrated by the dosing comment in John Ashby's letter. It asks why agreement is not better between two prediction sets that were generated using the same method. Ashby's observation is an interesting early result from the PTE2 experiment. It suggests that the role of intuition in the application of implicit rules by human experts is more significant than previously estimated. This conjecture is supported by practical experience, which shows that the bottleneck to building expert computer systems is the excessive time required to extract and refine implicit rules from knowledge-domain experts before they can be converted into machine-friendly, explicit form (2) . Yet, who other than Ashby, Tennant, and Spalding is in a better position to evaluate the differences, answer the questions, and perhaps improve the method?
